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Computer security depends on both the technical design of the system and the actions of end users. Even
a technically airtight system can fail if users circumvent its protections or make poor choices. Thus, human
factors are an essential and unavoidable consideration in both security and usability. My research focuses
on Usable Privacy and Security, an area that combines Human Computer Interaction (HCI), security, and
privacy. My goals are to understand how users manage their security and privacy in existing systems and
to create new systems that achieve better privacy and security outcomes by taking end users into account.

Usable access control

At Carnegie Mellon, I studied how people manage access to physical and digital items under a variety of
access-control paradigms. I use the term manage rather than control because the user’s goal is not always
strict control of items, but rather the ability to manage access using a combination of rules enforced by
the system and social pressures. To understand how people manage access both digitally and physically, I
conducted several interview studies [1, 2, 3].

When managing access-control, people use a wide range of tactics and social pressures to enact security
policies—collections of settings specifying who can access what—that would be technically infeasible using
only system settings. These tactics range from placing computers in public areas, where the person using
them can be observed, to giving just-in-case access to people who are trusted to not use the access except in
the case of an emergency. Many of the tactics are chosen by people to overcome the limitations of available
access-control technologies. Controlling access is not just about allowing someone into an office or giving
them the ability to read a file. Issues such as context, purpose, levels of trust, and the ability to reserve
judgment until effects are known are all major factors in deciding who should have access and how they
should be given it. When technology fails to account for these issues, people use alternative strategies that
mix technology with social pressure.

Current access-control systems put considerable emphasis on the user expressing their access-control
preferences before an access happens. When I interviewed office owners about how they managed control of
their offices, I found that many of their decisions were based on the possibility of unanticipated situations [1,
3]. Study participants recognized that access might suddenly be required in their physical absence, so
they planned ahead by giving others more access than was necessary for their daily needs. For example,
office workers would hide keys or give copies to colleagues with explicit instructions to only use them in an
emergency. The limitations of the access-control technology (physical keys) effectively forced the users to
grant more access than was necessary or suffer an unknown loss when an event occurred and they were not
present to open their office.

As part of the same study, I worked with other Carnegie Mellon researchers to deploy a new access-control
system to manage access to offices. Office owners were given a smartphone with an application called Grey
that controlled physical access to their offices and a large lab space. Grey is a smartphone-based access-
control system developed at Carnegie Mellon. The system enables users to delegate their access to any other
user; this is implemented by sending a signed certificate in a text message. In order to open a door, the
smartphone assembles a certificate chain and sends it to a small computer in the door, which verifies the
signatures before opening. The system makes it easy to grant access to other people from any location with
cell phone service. It can also impose restrictions on usage, such as one-time access or access only during
business hours.
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I found that by making it easy and fast to give others access people were more inclined to only give
permanent access to those who needed it, and grant temporary access when necessary. I found that, given
the option, people were more inclined to grant access on a case-by-case basis and only grant permanent
access to those who needed it on a regular basis.

I found that when using Grey people gave out less permanent access overall than whey they were using
physical keys [1]. In the physical key system users felt compelled to give others permanent access just-in-case,
in the Grey system they had the option of remotely granting access if it was suddenly needed. Grey also
kept detailed logs of every access attempt, including who had attempted access and how they had obtained
the certificates. During the initial interviews, several people were adamant that they would never give any
type of access to anyone. However, after using Grey for a while, I observed that they granted permanent
access to multiple people. When asked about the change in behavior, they stated that the logs gave them a
sense of control since they could look at the logs if anything ever went wrong.

Given the opportunity, users choose to manage access at multiple points in the access control process:
creating rules in advance, granting one-time exceptions at the time of access, and examining logs if a problem
occurs. However, nearly all existing access-control systems require that users specify permissions in advance.
I am interested in what would happen if systems, such as Facebook, allowed users to express what they want
in advance, but also provided easy-to-use audit interfaces. For example, applications on Facebook request
rights to access information up-front when they are first installed, but no interface exists that allows a user
to see how the granted access is used. How would user behavior change if Facebook provided a user interface
that listed each query of personal information and a purpose for the query?

In my future work, I plan to build a system that supports access management before, during, and after an
access event. I want to use the system to explore how the different access management options impact users’
decisions both in the lab and in real world environments. I am also interested in the impact of these choices
on overall security. It is possible that given more flexibility users will reduce the access given, but they may
also choose to grant it more broadly and never review how the access is used. I am interested in not only
increasing the usability of access-control, but also improving the security. Privacy, security, transparency,
and user control are all major issues for companies such as Facebook and Google. Finding ways to empower
users to manage their privacy in a meaningful way has important implications for public policy.

Awareness

It is well known in the usable privacy and security community that users treat security as a secondary task
and only think about it when brought to their attention, often because something has gone wrong. For
example, many users purchase computers or wireless routers and do not bother to change the often-insecure
defaults. At the same time, users may believe that the defaults are more secure than they actually are. My
thesis examined awareness of access-control settings, while my postdoctoral project is a study of end-user
awareness and decisions regarding general computer security

It is well known in the usable privacy and security community that users treat security as a secondary
task and only think about it when brought to their attention, often because something has gone wrong. For
example, many users purchase computers or wireless routers and do not bother to change the often-insecure
defaults. At the same time, users may believe that the defaults are more secure than they actually are. If a
user believes that the system is doing something that it is not, then they may be placing themselves at risk
of security compromise or missing an opportunity for their computer to function better. Moreover, they may
never check the settings because they feel that they already know what the settings are. My thesis examined
awareness of access-control settings, while my postdoctoral project studies end-user awareness and decisions
regarding general computer security.

As part of my thesis I looked at the design of unobtrusive user interfaces for displaying access-control
permissions to users. As part of my thesis work I looked at the effects of making access-control settings
more visible to end users. For part of my thesis work, I studied the impact of unobtrusive access-control
displays on end-user awareness. I tested the displays using a series of lab studies which asked the user
to identify and correct errors on a photo management website [5]. I found that participants who saw the
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display were statistically more likely to identify and fix permission errors than participants who did not
see the displays. My studies also showed that subjects either checked access-control permissions regularly,
presumably because they internalized that permissions are important, or sporadically remembered to check
them. Surveys collected at the end of each session suggested that these categories might be linked to user
attitudes about companies’ respect for access-control settings. This leads to interesting research questions
about the effects on users when companies, such as Facebook, continually change and reset privacy options.

In my postdoctoral work, I have been exploring how end-user beliefs and attitudes impact their general
security behaviors. Along with Rick Wash and Emilee Rader, I performed a multi-method study of software
update attitudes and behavior. Many people do not update their software on a regular basis, leaving their
computers susceptible to security holes in outdated software. To address the issue, vendors such as Microsoft
have switched to an automated approach effectively removing the user from the decision making process as
much as possible. Nonetheless, out-of-date software is still one of the largest preventable causes of computer
compromise [4]. To find out why users are not installing updates, we asked participants about their software
update attitudes and behaviors using a survey and a semi-structured interview. We also collected log files
from their Windows computers. We found that users avoided updates because they did not recognize the
software (Java), were worried that the user interface might change (iTunes), and did not see the need to
update functional software (Adobe Reader) [6]. Users lacked awareness of what software updates were for,
how they impacted security, and how automatic installation of updates worked [7]. This lack of awareness
caused them to avoid security updates for non-security reasons. The lack of understanding of how the
Windows update system worked made it challenging for users to enact their intentions. For example, several
users wanted to turn off Windows updates, and felt that they had done so, but examination of their computers
showed that automatic updates were still turned on.

Maintaining awareness of available security-related settings is important for end users who want to keep
themselves and their computers safe. Unfortunately, the number of available settings can be prohibitively
large, making it nearly impossible for users to read through and monitor them individually. Users need
assistance in forming an understanding of their options, and the overall health and safety of their computers.
Features such as Microsoft’s Action Center provide users with details about a certain components of their
Windows system, and some Firefox plugins will allow users to get a report card of their Facebook settings,
but these features are a far cry away from providing the level of situational awareness user needs. In the short
term, I want to explore the different ways people become aware of and manage security-related settings. In
the longer term, I want to build a situational awareness system which supports the user in understanding
their current security status across all systems they interact with.
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